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Locations:
Library                 (Diana)
Janet's Home      (Janet, Kaley)
Home
Estero Park
Estero Key           (Alia, Naomi)
Cemetery
Doctor's Office     (Jessica)
Full Mast Bar       (Tasha)
Beach               (Valerie)
Church              (Madalyn)
Mansion            (Sofia)
Parlor             (Pricia)
Squallmart         (Emily)
Lighthouse
Cave               (Clare)
Bait Shop

Navigation through the game:

Left mouse button   - Action/Movement
Right mouse button - Open inventory
F2 - Show FPS/MS
F3 - Zoom In/Out
F4 - Full screen/Windowed mode
F5 - Exit to title screen (Without saving)
Z   - Action
X   - Open inventory
Arrows, NumPad - Movement

By holding down the left mouse button you can quickly skip dialogs.
If you want to skip the entire dialogue, press Skip on the screen during the dialogue.
Also the Hide button on the screen hides the dialog.
- Kaley is angry. You better go talk to her.

Go to Janet's Home. Go to Kaley's room.

Go to Squallmart and buy Soy Sauce ($20). Then go back to Janet's Home, and give the sauce to Janet. Naomi +1

Go to the Library.

To go in Estero Key.

Go to Janet's Home (through the backyard).

- Where did Janet go? She's somewhere important to her.

Go to the Cemetery.

- There is something near the deep jungle that you can get with the whip.

Go to Estero Park, go through the teleport. You need to get this gun. Use the Whip that Janet gave you.

In the inventory, choose an Old Musket. Then a Small Screwdriver. Now you have a Gunpowder.
Go North through the bees (up), and tap on this orange light. Use the Whip. +1 Diana's Profile

Now go South to the river (down) and turn left. On the rock is the Chest Key, use the Whip to get it.
Go back to the beginning of the Park through the teleport, and go West to the end (left), then go to the river (up). There is an orange light under the palm tree. +1 Naomi's Profile.

- The gunpowder can be used in a cannon. Where have you seen a cannon?

Go to the Lighthouse. Tap this gun, use the Gunpowder.
Go to the new location on the left. Pick up the Crypt Key, read the diary and open the chest (you already have the key). There is also a new crafting page at the bottom. +1 Kamasutra Page

Go to the Cemetery, and use the Crypt Key on the chapel door.

Pick up the Broken Key (not yet applicable in this update), Rosa Moss, and break the vase (it contains a Gold Talisman).
Now you need to craft Jasmine Massage Oil (page crafting in the Lighthouse).

Go to Parlor and give Patricia Jasmine Massage Oil. Pricia +1❤️

This is the end of the update.

If you need Philweed, you can get It here with a Whip.

The rest is not available yet.
- Sofia’s crew will be waiting for you at the park’s entry soon.

Go to Estero Park. If you are somewhere deep in the Park, go back to the beginning to the entrance to the Park.

When you find yourself in a different location of the Park after the scene, take the Machete in front of you and go deep into the Park (up).

Take an Old Bullet in this place, and move further into the jungle (up). Cut the bushes blocking the way, use a Machete.

- I wonder if Sofia’s crew is still stuck in the cave?

Go to the new opened location in the cave (where you went with the crew at the beginning of the version).

Here, raise two Rosa Moss, and a Cockroach (just click under the stone to the place where it ran away. If you didn't see it, exit the location and enter again). Tikpak Artifact is also located here, but it is not yet available.

- Use your satellite phone to call Diana.

From the previous version, the phone should be in your inventory. Click on it in the inventory, and select Talk to Diana. Also, now through this phone you can sell talismans without visiting Diana. This can be done manually each time, or enable automatic mode. Every time you raise a talisman, it will be automatically sold. You can disable this mode at any time.
Go back to the Park through the teleport, where you picked up the old bullet, and met Diana and Clare.

After another meeting with Diana and Clare, go to the next location (up). Pick up Gaffer Tape and the Grand Talisman. There is also a chest and a hint where to look for the girl's profile (I will show this place at the end of the version). Light the Bowl and the key to this chest will appear in the cave (I will also show where the key is, but later).

- Use your machete in the park to uncover a key for the hidden item in the cave area where Sofia's crew got trapped.

Go down to the river and turn left. Cut down this bush and pick up Tikpak Artifact (use a Machete).
Go back to the cave where you saw the stone with the Tikpak Artifact and apply the Tikpak Artifact you found.

- Clare is waiting for you at your house.

Go Home. Clare +1❤️

- Bring your latest Tikpak artifact find to Sofia at her mansion.

Go to Sofia's Mansion. Go through the fence as in previous versions. The camera is no longer working, and there is no security. Sofia is waiting at the door to the mansion. Give her the Tikpak Artifact. Sofia +1❤️

Go to Squallmart.

- You'll need to trap a rat for Emily. One item you'll need is plastic wrap from Squallmart.

Buy Plastic Wrap ($100) and the Basic Container ($300). Go to the cave and craft Rat Trap.

- There is a rat near the sleeping jaguar.

Go to the Park where you distracted the jaguar with a rat last time. (Through the teleport faster). In the same location, pick up the girl's profile (use a Machete).
Go back to Squallmart and give Emily the Rat Trap.

- Bring Bancroft’s Serum to Jessica.

Go to the Doctor’s Office.

- You should buy some multivitamins from the store so you can use them during your booty calls.

Go to Squallmart and buy a Multivitamins ($110). You can use them in a room with girls, as it was in Lust Epidemic. (With each purchase, the cost of multivitamins will increase significantly).

This is the end of the update. But don’t worry, blah blah blah...

The key to the chest is here (where was the number 11). +1 Kamasutra Page

Another profile of the girl is here (A faint flickering light).

Also, if you don't have 51% completed, buy an outfit for Clare ($400). Invite her to your home and use the new Kamasutra page with her.
- Check near the bushes behind the library. You will find a hidden key.

Go behind the **Library**, go behind it on the left side. Break this place with a **Pickaxe**.

Now go and open the library with this key (**Library key**).

Go to **Squallmart**. Before that, talk to Michael in the parking lot.

- You should see if you can fix up that old musket of yours. You’ll need some cleaning oil from the store.

Buy **Cleaning Oil** ($3000), and **Silver Ore** ($1000). Now you need to craft **Loaded Musket**.

- That loaded musket of yours might do well to scare away dangerous beasts.

Go to the Park where you saw the tiger and go up (This is where you distracted the tiger with a rat). Ash will give you a photo. +1 Photo
Pick up the Gunpowder, Pirate Medallion, Broken Key, and Motion Detection Camera.

Go back to the store parking lot and give the camera to Michael.

Go to Squallmart. Alia +1❤️

Then go to the Full Mast Bar.

- You better go explain yourself to Janet.

Go to Janet's Home and go up to her room.

- Can you use that gunpowder in another cannon under the lighthouse?

Go to the Lighthouse. Go down to the basement and use the Gunpowder you found earlier on that gun.
Go up to an open location. Pick up the **Gothic Chest Key**, a **Broken Key** (you should already have four keys). There is also a chest, a diary and a hint where to look for the girl's profile (more on this later).

Go to the **Church** in Madalyn's room, go to the upper room on the right. Open the chest with a **Gothic Chest Key**. Madalyn +1

This is the end of the update.

To open the chest, you need to craft the **Chest Key**. +1 Kamasutra Page

The profile is located here. +1 Janet's Profile
v56102

- Go to the library and prepare to hand over the tallsmans to Vlad.

Go to the Library.

- Go to the deep jungle and see if you can find the cave entrance.

Go to the jungle through the teleport. Go North (top), and go all the way. Where you set fire to the eleventh bowl.

Now you need to pass by the guys in the cave, so that you do not notice. This should be done under the palm trees from below. Go to the cave above. Diana +1

- Clare is hiding in the park, south of the river.

You need to go to the Park, turn West (left), go to the end, and go North (top).

Now you have to meet Clare at the bar. Go to the Full Must Bar. Tasha +1
If you look closely, you can see an orange light on the left. Pricia’s Profile +1

- Meet Clare and Tasha deep in the jungle.

Now you need to go back to that cave again (Where you passed the guys and met Diana).

Now you need to solve a small puzzle. Need to click on three circles at the same time. You need to move Clare down and Diana to the left corner, and stand on the circle yourself.

Don't forget to take the broken key, it's on the left by the rock.
Now the key to the chest. Stand on this circle.

You will see that there will be another one of the same below, in another cave. Go to that cave. This can be done in the usual way via teleport. Or you can go through the jungle. Stand on this circle and go to the right. Click, and go to the right again. The end result - the key in this place. +1 Kamasutra Page
Go to **Squallmart**.

- I think the bait shop has a dehumidifier.

Go to the **Bait Shop** and click on this box (You must have $5,000 to get it).

![Image of Bait Shop]

Now you need to fix it. Buy **Silver Ore** ($1,000) if you don't have one, and craft it

![Crafting Ingredients]

(If you can't find the Gold Talisman, go to Jessica's appointment, it will increase the chance of its appearance).

Go back to **Squallmart** and give Emily the **Dehumidifier**.

Exit the store to the island map, then go back to the store.

Now go to the store's parking lot.

**This is the end of the update.**